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!  They are a place of healing, learning and rehabilitation, and 
should model the values of the community 

!  Institutions have purchasing power to leverage. They can 
choose to let their values guide their procurement 

!  Investments at the local level keep wealth at the local level 

!  It should be mandatory for all public institutions to purchase 
a certain minimum percentage of all food at the local level 
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What is possible with local food in 
institutions? 

!  Financial support for agriculture, food production & small 
businesses 

!  Institutional CSAs can support farmers to start their season 
off well and confirm a market for the food that is planted. This 
offers increased stability and hopefully even growth for these 
economies 

!  Institutional markets are different from retail markets and 
they purchase differently too. Institutions can use 2’s and 3’s 
in a way that increases the amount of a farmer’s harvest that 
gets to market 
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How do we pull this off? 

Invest in completely changing the culture of 
the food in your organization. The problem 
with institutional food is not just where we’re 
buying from or the recipes we’re using. It’s 
about the level of importance and priority 
food gets in your organization. Want better 
food? Make food a higher priority. 
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1. Invest in a relationship with a 
distributor. 
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Choose a distributor who invests in 
their relationships with producers. 
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2. 
a) You can go 
local ALL 
year round. 
 
b) Every 
little bit 
DOES help! 



+ 3. Support professional 
development. Take your staff out to 
a farm! 



+ Create meaningful ways for your 
team to engage with the food 
system. 
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4. Leverage events to echo values 
and showcase local food 
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5. Transparency, Value & 
Affordability are essential  
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Thank You! 

 

 

Make food a higher priority. 

 

@joshnamaharaj 


